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•  Nitrogen Oxides 
•  Aircraft engine combustors 
•  Lean Direct Injection (LDI) 
•  Swirl-Venturi LDI 
Ø  Methods 
•  Flametube measurements 





}  Subsonic aircraft 
◦  Targets landing-takeoff (LTO) NOx 
◦  Reduce cruise NOx 
}  Supersonic aircraft 
◦  High altitude emissions 
◦  Targets cruise   
◦  Protect ozone layer 




Supersonic cruise conditions are targeted here  
 
Source: NASA 
Rich front end 
concepts 
◦  Rich burn—quick 
quench—lean burn 
(RQL) 
◦  Rich front end 
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Lean burn concepts 
–  Lean, premixed, 
prevaporized (LPP) 
–  Lean partially premixed 
–  Lean direct injection 
(LDI) 
 
Avoid high-NOx stoichometric burning!	

5 Source: GE 
Source: Lefebvre, Gas Turbine Combustion, 1st  ed 
}  Fuel lean: no rich front end 
◦  All combustion air enters through the dome 
 
}  Fuel is injected directly into the flame zone 
◦  Reduces problems with autoignition, 
flashback. 
 





•  5-bladed, helical air swirler 
•  Converging-diverging 
venturi  
•  Simplex fuel 
injectors  
•  Fuel injector tip at 
venturi throat 
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Straight through spent cooling (ST)	
 Cooling at the venturi throat (AT)	

 Effects of Cooling air	

◦  Combustor inlet conditions 
◦  Prevent hardware damage. 




}  Compare to similar 9-point SV injector(no cooling) 




•  No air cooling 
•  Capabilities 
•  840 K inlet temp 
•  1500 kPa 
•  76.2-mm by 76.2-
mm square cross 
section 
•  Standard gas bench 
•  SAE 1533 






}  For the UEET configuration 
      (Source:ISABE-2005-1106)  
 
◦  with 45o swirlers 
                                                                         
(1) 
 
◦  with 60o swirlers:  












UEET 45o   
(no cooling) 
UEET 60o  
(no cooling) 
ACd 1.745 1.644 1.477 1.37 1.48 1.35 
FN(total) 17.9 17.16 18.49 18.24 26.1 26.1 
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}  ACd= air mass flow rate / sqrt (ΔP)	

}  NOx emission increase when air pressure drop decrease	

}  ST > AT >no cooling	

}  45o  > 60o 	

}  HSR 60o similar ACd with UEET 60o	

}  FN=fuel mass flow rate/sqrt(ΔP). 	

}   high ΔP, lower fuel drop size	

}  FN=18 for HSR configurations	

}  FN=26.1 for UEET configurations	




















ST, T3=841 K, P3 =1034 kPa, WA3=0.617 kg/s 
AT,T3=844 K, P3 =1034 kPa, WA3=0.603 kg/s 
AT, T3=865 K, P3 =1034 kPa, WA3=0.726 kg/s 
Expon. (calculated UEET,T3=841 K, P3 =1034 kPa, WA3=0.617 kg/s) 
Expon. (calculated UEET,T3=844 K, P3 =1034 kPa, WA3=0.608 kg/s) 


















60o swirler, ST vs no cooling 
ST, T3=839 K, P3=1034 kPa, WA3=0.617 kg/s 
ST, T3=839 K, P3=1034 kPa, WA3=0.748 kg/s 
no cooling, T3=850 K, P3=1034 kPa, WA3=0.603 kg/s 
 no cooling, T3=864 K, P3=1034 kPa, WA3=0.726 kg/s 
Expon. (calculated UEET, T3=839 K, P3=1034 kPa, WA3=0.617 kg/s") 
Expon. (calculated UEET,  T3=839 K, P3=1034 kPa, WA3=0.748 kg/s") 
Expon. (calculated UEET, T3=850 K, P3=1034 kPa, WA3=0.603 kg/s") 


















ST, 45 vs 60 
45, T3=839 K, P3=1034 kPa, WA3=0.617 kg/s 
60, T3=839 K, P3=1034 kPa, WA3=0.612 kg/s 
60, T3=839 K, P3=1034 kPa, WA3=0.748 kg/s 
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Straight through Spent cooling 
}  Cooling air is unnecessary for the current 
designs, but might be important in future SV-
LDI designs. 
   post-testing visual inspection showed no damage on the 
injector hardware.  
  spent cooling might be needed at the higher inlet 
pressures of next generation aircraft engines and when 
using Alt fuel with short ignition delay time 
}  The effects of spent cooling depend on spent 
cooling location, swirler angle, and test 
conditions. 
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}  Questions… 
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